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Abstract

To test an ISDN based digital telephone exchange, a configuration is used
in which data is interchanged between the exchange (a SOPHO S) and a NetBIOS
based PC LAN. To implement this testtool entities are needed that transfer data
between the LAN and the WAN, i.e. the ISDN environment of the SOPHO S.

In order to find a universal solution, the design of these entities is
based on the ISO/OSI standards for the LAN/WAN interworking field.

First, the document gives an overview of the ISO/OSI Basic Reference Model,
followed by a detailed study on the conceptes of naming, addressing,
routing and relaying plus OSI's interpretation of these items.

Next. current proposals to establish LAN/WAN interconnection are reviewed.
specifically tuned for the case LAN/ISDN.

In the following section IBM's NetBIOS is examined. A proposal to extend
the NetBIOS interface to be an OSI Transport Layer interface is formulated.

Then it is shown how the gateway has been designed.
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1 Introduction

Telecommunications is advancing towards ISDN, the Integrated Services Digital
Network. It will be the universal switching and transport medium for all kinds
of information: voice, text, data and images. ISDN is an evolution of existing
networks and is based on a hierarchy of multiplexing speeds carried by digital
technology. For ISDN to become reality it is necessary that the various existing
networks are merged into one new network.

Traditionally manufacturers had the tendency to adhere to their proprietary standards
in order to protect their interests. Nowadays there is a strong trend towards international
standards because of the growing demand for interoperability.

The most elaborate and widely accepted standard for interconnection of
systems has been defined by the International Standardization Organisation
(ISO). This standard is better known as the ISO Reference Model for
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI).

Within the Product Division Telecommunication and Data Systems (TDS) of N. V. Philips,
the department of Business Communication Systems (BCS) develops the SOPHO S
family of PABXs for combined voice, data. text and image switching with or without
the use of the ISDN. The upper end of the range of the family of SOPHO switches is
represented by the SOPHO S2500, with its capacity ranging from 200 to
about 20.000 extensions. Its architecture is ISDN-compatible.

PABXs are typical examples of complex embedded systems with very high reliability
requirements. For the verification of these sort of systems, both performance and
functionality, sophisticated testtools are needed.

A method to test a SOPHO switch is to use the switch to set up connections and
transfer data between two workstations or between workstations and entities
within the SOPHO switch, for instance management routines. To evaluate the
performance and functionality of the switch it is necessary that the workstations
are interconnected:

SOPHO 5

Entity within the SOPHO switch



To ease monitoring the testing of the SOPHO switch, it would be convenient to
have a seperate workstation act as a supervisor. The supervisor in his turn has to
be interconnected with all the workstations.

The subject of my graduation work was the development of a testfacility for
a SOPHO switch in which the interconnections are provided by a Local Area
Network (LAN):
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BCS requires the supervisor to be able to exchange data (i.e. different ISDN
protocols) with the entities within the switch via the LAN. Thus the design
of a protocol relay was part of my work.

At BCS an expansion card for an IBM compatible Personal Computer (PC), which
provides the PC with an ISDN Basic Access (SO) interface, has been developped.
PCs equiped with such an expansion card will be used as workstations.

Because it is a defacto standard, we will use a NetBIOS based PC LAN to
complete the testfacility.

For the protocol relay some proprietary solution may be straightforward and
quite satisfactory. However, since the struggle to link. Local Area Networks
is entering a phase of international standardization, it is more appropriate
to try and find a universal solution for this interconnection problem. A
universal solution is a solution that fits within the confmes of the OSI
Reference Model.



2 The ISO Reference Model for Open System Interconnection

The basic structuring technique in the OSI Reference Model J is layering. According
to this technique, each open system is viewed as being logically composed of an
ordered set of subsystems. OSI introduces the term (X)-Entity, denoting the
embodiment of a subset of the functions of an (X)-Subsystem, Le. a functional
proces within a layer. An (X)-Entity may provide services to one or more
(X + I)-Entities and use the services of one or more (X-I)-Entities.

The sum of all (X)-Entities is the (X)-Layer, which provides in cooperation with
the underlying layers a conceptual communications path to the (X + I)-Entities
in the (X + I)-Layer. It does this using an (X)-Protocol, which defines the syntax
and semantics of messages exchanged by (X)-Entities. Entities in the same layer
are called peer entities and we say that OSI is based on peer-to-peer communication
or peer protocols. Figure 1 illustrates the concepts mentioned above:

Open System
A

Open System
B

Layer
(X)

Layer
(X-l)

--------------
(X) (X) (X)

Entity Protocol Entity

-------------
Conceptual Communications Path

--------------

Figure J Entities and Layers

The point at the boundary between the (X)-Layer and the (X + I)-Layer, at which an
(X)-Entity provides (X)-Services to an (X + I)-Entity. is called (X)-Service Access Point
(SAP, see fig. 2). Usually, different SAPs are used for different types of service.

(Xl-Connection Endpoint

(Xl-Service Access

Point~ _-,...,/

Figure 2 Entities. Service Access Points and Connection Endpoints
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(X + I)-Entities use (X)-Services by the issue of (X)-Service Request primitives.
The issue of an (X)-Service Request primitive may cause an (X)-Service
Indication primitive to be issued at an (X)-SAP to which a peer (X + 1)-Entity
is attached. This (X+ I)-Entity, termed (X+ I)-Recipient, may thereupon
issue an (X)-Service Response primitive which is signalled to the originating
(X + 1)-Entity, the (X + I)-Initiator, as an (X)-Service Confirm primitive.

A major concept is that of an (X)-Connection, defmed as an association, established
by the (X)-Layer, using an (X)-ProtocoI, between two or more (X)-SAPs for the transfer
of data between (X + I)-Entities. The terminator of an (X)-Connection at an (X)-SAP
is called an (X)-Connection Endpoint (CE, see fig. 2). Such a terminator is necessary
because the Reference Model allows the mapping of several (X)-Connections
onto one (X-I)-Connection (multiplexing). Furthermore it allows the mapping
of one (X)-Connection onto several (X-1 )-Connections (splitting). The reverse
functions are demultiplexing and recombining respectively.

An (X)-Connection Endpoint is identified by an (X)-Connection Endpoint
Identifier (CEI). Syntactically a CEI is a postfix extension of the corresponding
SAP (SAP. CEI). A connection with more than two connection endpoints is called
a multi-endpoint-connection. (X)-Entities with a connection between them are
termed correspondent (X)-Entities.

The features and properties of the (X)-Connection are defined by the (X)-Service
definition. Generally, the service definition of a layer is an international standard
and the protocol specification, providing those services by use of the next lower
layer's services, is a separate international standard. A layer's service definition
is really only a 'terminology' which links adjacent protocol standards.

Information exchanged between an (X + I)-Entity and an (X)-Entity attached to a
specific Service Access Point is called (X)-Service Data Unit (SDU). (X)-Interface
Control Information (lCI) coordinates the cooperation between the (X + I)-Entity
and the (X)-Entity. Information exchanged between peer (X)-Entities, using the
(X-I)-Connection provided by the (X-I)-Layer, is called (X)-Protocol Data Unit (PDU).
This distinction is necessary because the (X)-Service Data Unit does not have to be mapped
onto the (X)-Protocol Data Unit in a one-on-one fashion. The Reference Model allows
the (X)-Entity to map one (X)-SDU onto a number of (X)-PDUs (Segmenting) or to
map a number of (X)-SDUs onto one (X)-PDU (Blocking). Furthermore, the Reference
Model allows the (X)-Entity to map a number of (X)-PDUs onto one (X-I)-SDU
(Concatenation). The reverse functions of segmenting, blocking and concatenation are
reassembling, deblocking and separation respectively.

For the Data Unk Layer the Reference Model also specifies the mapping of one (X)-PDU
onto a number of (X-I)-SDUs. This mapping is called delimiting, the reverse function
is called synchronization. Both functions are also referred to as framing.

These mapping functions, performed by the (X)-Entity, which are specified by the
(X)-Protocol, are of no concern of the (X + 1) and the (X-I)-Layer.



To coordinate the peer-to-peer operation the (X)-Entity puts some (X)-Protocol
Control Information (PCI) at the head of the (X)-Protocol Data Unit (this header technique
is commonly referred to as 'enveloping'). Figure 3 shows the relation between Service
Data Units (SDUs) and Protocol Data Units (PDUs) corresponding to Entities and
Service Access Points in case the mapping is one-on-one in every instance:

Layer
(X+l)

(X)-SAP

Layer
(X)

(X-I)-SAP

Layer
(X-l)

Figure 3 Mapping between Data-Units in adjacent Layers

The receiving (X)-Entity acts on the (X)-PCI to establish the protocol and finally
to reconstitute the (X)-SDU. The latter is then passed across the (X)-Service
boundary to the peer (X + I)-Entity.

To conclude this overview of the OSI Reference Model, it is useful to introduce the
abstractions of equipment used in the OSI environment22. An Intermediate System
performs only functions allocated to the lowest three layers. An End System must
additionally provide the functions of the layers above the Network Layer. The Network
Layer entity within an End System must provide the same Network Layer functions as
those in Intermediate Systems, with the exception of relaying functions which are
performed by Intermediate Systems only. A Relay System (or Interworking Unit) is
an example of equipment fulfilling the Intermediate System role. It's purpose is
to facilitate the interconnection of distinct (sub)networks.
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3 Naming, Addressing, Routing and Relaying

In a distributed environment we are faced with the necessity of assigning names
to applications or resources in order to indicate what we seek. A route tells us
how to get there3. Routing is the activity of deriving the route from a name, or,
in other words, mapping a name into a route.

Names are most often statically bound to the entity they denote and thus
move over the network with the named entity. On the other hand, routes may
change with the naturally evolving network configuration and topology, and
sometimes with the traffic load as well. Then names provide application entities
with a transparent network, hiding, in particular, locations and topological
parameters on which routes are highly dependent.

The mapping function mentioned above can be accomplished in one step (routing
by name) or in many steps. Addresses are like bridges between names and routes,
which decompose the global mapping function into two steps: mapping names into
addresses (using a directory function) and then addresses into routes. Unlike names,
which are chosen by users, addresses are assigned by the network administrators.
Hence, the use of addresses eases the mapping between names and routes2

•

Although many definitions for names, addresses and routes have been proposed2
,3,

the exact relations among these concepts are still obscure. An original approach by
Jerome Saltzer4 relies on the concept of binding: information intended for the
entity is sent via the communication object the entity is bound to. Indeed, the main
difference between pure names (which are not addresses) and addresses is that an
address is pennanently bound to a communication object but not to an entity.

In a network consisting of nodes interconnected by branches, routing is performed
by selecting the address (physical name) of the desired name. If the desired End
System cannot be reached in one hop, the route that leads to it consists of its
address appended to a list of addresses of Intennediate Systems. Relaying
is the forwarding of packets through an Intennediate System.

In the more general case, a branch itself often is a (sub)network.

In the OSI environment a (sub)network may have its own naming, addressing,
routing and relaying conventions22

. Then there are two levels of naming,
addressing, routing and relaying: inter (sub)network and intra (sub)network.
Hence, these items lend themselves to layering (see section 3.3).

As we saw earlier (see figure 2), (X + I)-Entities access the services of an
(X)-Entity through an (X)-SAP. We may say that there is a binding between
the (X)-Entity and the (X)-SAP. Hence, because SAPs are identified by addresses
and Entities by titles or names, there is also a binding between the address
of the (X)-SAP and the name of the (X)-Entity.
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3.1 Naming

In this section we will consider the basic concepts of OSI Naming.

Within the context of OSI, names identify particular communications objects
in the Open Systems Interconnection Environment (OSIE). OSI5 considers two
kinds of names: primitive names and descriptive names.

A primitive name is a name assigned by a naming authority to a specific object.
This naming authority is simply a source of names. A primitive name, must be
unambiguous (must identify only one object) within its scope or domain. Note
that this puts no constraint on the number of names an object may have.

A descriptive name consists of a set of assertions, expressed in some
kind of language. A descriptive name may be incomplete, in that many
objects satisfy the assertions. or it may be complete, in that only one
object satisfies the assertions. In the latter case the descriptive name
has the same discriminating power as a primitive name.

For example, there were many 'Emperors of Rome' but there has only been one
'First emperor of Rome'. In the latter case the complete descriptive name is
equivalent to the primitive name 'Oaius Julius Caesar'.

Another example2 of the use of descriptive names is shown in figure 4, where
the little triangles denote entities:

Total naming space
I

~----------- YELLO\l -----------, ,--------- GREEN ---------,
I I I

I
I I 6- I
I I I
I I I

& I l ----------------------- - J

I r--------- BLUE -------- -.,
I I I
I I 6 I
I I I

HARD I
I I I

[
SOFT

]
I

I I I
.6 I I ~ I

I I I
I______________________________J \ _________________________J

Descriptive name of A. is [color=ye//ow;hardness=hardJ
Descriptive name of A is [color=blue;hardness=softJ

Figure 4 Example of the use of descriptive names



3.1.1 The Naming of Real Open Systems

A single Real Open System is named by one and only one System Title. This
System Title is a layer-independent primitive name (the same identifier is used
within various layers to identify the same Real Open System).

3.1.2 The Naming of (X)-Entities

Within the Open System Environment, (X)-Entities are unambiguously identified by
(X)-Entity-Titles. This (X)-Entity-Title is a layer dependent primitive name.



3.2 Addressing Principles

In this section we will first outline the principles of OSI addressing. Then we will
introduce the ISDN numbering plan and find a relationship between ISDN and
OSI addressing.

3.2.1 Concept of an Address

The Basic Reference Modell defines an (X)-Address as the identifier of an (X)-Service
Access Point (SAP). As we saw in chapter 2, Layer (X + 1) Entities using an (X)-Service
attach themselves to one or more (X)-SAPs (see fig. 5). (X)-Addresses therefore identify
(X + I)-Entities indirectly. The association between an (X + I)-Entity and an (X)-SAP
may be fixed or variable.

Entities have location independent permanent identifiers, called titles. An (X)-Directory
is an (X)-Function which translates titles of peer (X)-Entities into the (X-1)- Addresses
through which they cooperate.

(X)-SAP

(X)-ENTITY

(X)-SAP

r-----.....,~ Identified by Title
(X+l)-ENTITY

(X)-SAP
Identified /

by (X)-Address

Figure 5 Entities. Service-Access-Points and Identifiers

3.2.2 Address Structuring

An address structure may be Flat, Hierarchic or Partitioned. In the flat case
the addresses for a layer are allocated without any implication of structure.
In this case the routing process must be able to recognize and handle all
legal addresses.

Structuring of addresses may simplify routing and the creation of unique
addresses.

In the hierarchic case (see fig. 6) the address for a layer is constructed
from the address in the next lower layer by adding a Selector component.
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(X)-AOORESS "A.1" (X)-AOORESS "A.2"

(X)-SELECTOR "1" ~ +- (X)-SELECTOR "2"

(X-1)-ADORESS "A"

Figure 6 Hierarchic Addressing

In the partitioned case the address space for a layer is divided into domains,
these into subdomains, and so on. Domains never overlap and subdomains are
always strictly nested within domains (see fig. 7). The resulting address is
a string of Domain Identifiers plus a Domain Specific Address, Le. an
address specific for the ultimate domain, as illustrated by figure 7:

TOTal Address Space

tV

tU
tT

tS

,..-------B----__

----C--------....

A
x

][
tA

tB tC
to

tE

IT:]02 [t3 t1

,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

! .~ .4.3 ] .R M

I tP I

I I

I tl ,

,----------------------------------------------------------,,

Address of 0 is A. Y. 2
Address of A is C. Q

Figure 7 PartiTioned Addressing

A partitioned address may be constructed in a top-down or a bottom-up fashion.
Top-down construction requires the initial appointment of a global address
administration. This administration may allocate portions of the global address
space to subordinate administrations, and so on.

Bottom-up construction allows independent administrations to allocate addresses
as they wish. If these independent administrations have to merge then they must
agree to form a higher-level authority, whose sole purpose is to allocate
address prefixes to distinguish the different administrations.

The address field of an (X)-Protocol is called (X)-Protocol Addressing Information (PAl).
In the flat and partitioned case the (X)-PAI carries a full address; in the hierarchic case
it carries an (X)-selector value.



3.2.3 Address Definition

In this section we will focus on the OSI definitions for Transport Layer and Network
Layer addresses because these are the most important ones.

3.2.3.1 Interpretation

The Reference Modell requires both Network Layer address and Transport Layer address
to be globally unique. The Network Layer address serves to specify the End System. At this
layer no selector components should be used. Following this concept, the Network Service
boundary is an addressing datum6. Higher-layer addresses merely identify SAPs within
the End System (see fig. 8). It is therefore natural to construct the address space of
the Network layer in a partitioned manner and all addresses above the Network Layer
hierarchically. This takes advantage of the global uniqueness of Network Layer addresses
(or NSAP addresses) and offers simple fan-out within the End System.
Therefore, the TPAI is used to carry a TSAP Selector.

Entities of Layer 5 (or higher)

LAYER 4 I
TSAP

NSAP

TSAP

Selected by TPAI

Selected by Network Address

End System

Figure 8 Usage of Network and Transpon addresses

3.2.3.2 The TPAI Address Field

According to ECMA TR/20 7
, TPAIs may have standard values (which are globally

administered) or non-standard values (which are privately administered). TPAIs may
carry full Transport addresses (in the flat or partitioned case) or Transport Selectors
(in the usual hierarchic case). The kind of TPAI is indicated by an initial Type Octet
in the TPAI value field, as shown in figure 9. A further defmition of the TPAI
has not yet been developed, not even in the Transport Protocol Specification26

.

~I

l=FULL ADDRESS O=SELECTOR
l=STANDARD O=NON-STANDARD

I
( TPAI VALUE FIELD
f--- FIRST OCTET ----.+)I

~ RESERVED I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

lJ=
Figure 9 TPAI Value Field
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3.2.3.3 The Network Service Access Point (NSAP) Address 8

The NSAP address consists of two basic semantic parts: the Initial Domain Part (lDP)
and the Domain Specific Part (DSP), as shown in figure 10. The NSAP address has
a maximum length of 40 digits or 20 octets.

lOP OSP

Figure J0 NSAP address structure

Following the conceptual structure of partitioned addresses (see section 3.2.2),
the IDP is a network addressing Domain Identifier: it specifies a subdomain of
the global network addressing domain, and identifies the network addressing
authority responsible for assigning NSAP addresses in the specified subdomain.
The DSP is the corresponding subdomain address. A further substructure of the
DSP mayor may not be defined by the authority identified by the IDP.

As figure 10 shows, the Initial Domain Identifier of the NSAP address itself
consists of two parts: the Authority and Format Identifier (AFI) and the
Initial Domain Identifier (IDI).

The AFI specifies:

1. The format of the IDI (e.g. 'X.121')

2. The network addressing authority responsible for allocating IDI values

3. Whether or not leading zero digits in the IDI are significant (in
case of 'padding')

4. The abstract syntax used to express the DSP

The IDI specifies:

1. The network addressing (sub)domain from which values of the DSP are
allocated

2. The network addressing authority responsible for allocating values
of the DSP from that domain
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The addressing space of the addressing authority specified by the AFI is the
set of NSAP addresses of a subset of the (Transport) Entities, that can exchange
Network Service Data Units without calling upon the services of a Relaying
Entity in the Transport or any higher Layer.

In the opinion of CCnT, the association of public carriers, the Open System
Interconnection Environment is just a sub-environment like the Telex environment
for instance. For CCnT, therefore, it was politically intolerable that the above
mentioned addressing space would be called addressing domain.

To denote the above mentioned addressing space as an abstract modelling concept
divorced from all considerations relating to NSAP address allocation and
administration, ECMA6 has introduced the term (N)-Demesne.

The DSP is optional. Its semantics are determined by the network addressing authority
identified by the IDI.

ECMA9 has specified a way in which the authority responsible for the administration
of a private addressing domain may choose to structure the DSP. According to
this specification the DSP is made up of the components shown in figure 11. The
lengths of the subnet id, subnet address and NSAP selector are 2 binary octets
(5 decimal digits), maximum 6 binary octets (maximum 15 decimal digits) and 1 binary
octet (3 decimal digits) respectively.

SUBNET 1D

DSP

SUBNET ADDRESS NSAP SELECTOR

1. Subnetwork Identification

Figure II Structure of the DSP

The internal structure of a private domain may have considerable complexity.
It may include, for example, several Local Area Networks interconnected
by internal gateways, using wide-area facilities. To facilitate operation
of the internal gateways, it may be necessary for addresses to identify
a particular internal subnetwork within the domain.

This Subnetwork Identification may be null, if the topology of the private
domain is such that routing can be accomplished using only the subnetwork address,
for instance in case of a single LAN.
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2. Subnetwork Address

The Subnetwork Address provides the way in which a particular point of
attachment to the subnetwork may be identified.

3. NSAP Selector

This identifies a particular NSAP which can be accessed through the
particular subnetwork point of attachment.

Note: As we saw earlier (see section 3.2.3.1), selectors are only used above the
Network Layer; ECMA must have had some obscure reason to introduce
fan-out at this level.



3.2.4 ISDN Numbering Plan

The ISDN numbering plan 10 for layer 3 will be based on and evolve from the existing
numbering plans applicable to national and international public telephone networks.
In view of the evolutionary nature of ISDN, the international numbering plan should
provide for substantial capacity to accomodate future network requirements.

An ISDN number ll (see fig. 12) consists of a Country Code. a National Destination
Code and a Subscriber Number. With the Country Code an ISDN number unambigiously
identifies a particular country, and with the National Destination Code a carrier (network
and/or ISDN) within a country. In doing so, the ISDN numbering plan remains in line
with the telephone numbering plan of CCITT Recommendations 1.330 10 and 1.331//.

Optionally, this ISDN number may be followed by an ISDN subaddress, which
is carried transparently through the ISDN. An ISDN number optionally followed
by an ISDN subaddress is called ISDN address:

COUNTRY CODE NATIONAL DESTINATION CODE SUBSCRIBER NUMBER SUBADDRESS

,
T

National ISDN number

•
International ISDN number (max. 15 digits)

''----------------...,...-----------------',/
ISDN address "'(max. 55 digits)

Figure /2 Structure oj an ISDN address

CCITT Recommendation 1.451/2 specifies the use of a Type Of Number (TON) field,
a Type Of Subaddress (TOS) field and a Numbering Plan Identification (NPI), resulting
in the following Layer 3 ISDN address format (i.e. Called/Calling Party Address):

EEJ ISDN NUMBER ~'----_IS_D_N_S_UB_A_D_D_RE_S_S__

Figure /3 ISDN Layer 3 adrressing Jonnar

The TON (bits 7-5) and the NPI (bits 4-1) together occupy 1 octet. The TON specifies
whether the number is international, national, network specific, abbreviated or whether
the number is a subscriber number. The NPI applies only for the cases (inter)national number
or subscriber number. It then specifies 'E.I64', 'X.121', 'F.69', national standard numbering
plan or private numbering plan. Hence, there is some resemblance with an OSI AFI, but they
are not identical.

If the TOS (I octet) is absent then there is no Subaddress. If the TOS is present then it
specifies the Subaddress to be "user-defined" or "OSI NSAP", all other values are reserved.
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3.2.5 Relationship between ISDN and OSI Addressing

As the essential purpose of the OSI Network Layer is to achieve routing of
infonnation within the Open Systems Interconnection Environment (OSIE), it
is useful to establish a correspondence between an ISDN Layer 3 address and
an OSI NSAP address. Note that ISDN addresses may be used to identify
End Systems not confonning to the OSI Reference Model and vice versa.

1.334/3 considers three possible ways to relate an ISDN Address to a particular OSI
NSAP Address. Apart from the TON and TOS fig. 14 shows to what elements of
the OSI NSAP the elements of the ISDN address correspond in each of the three
cases described below.

ISDN Address

Case I

NPI ISDN NUMBER

AFI IDI

ISDN SUBADDRESS

NO CONTENT

Case II AFI IDI AFI IDI DSP

Case III I NPI I ISDN NUMBER I AFI I__I_D_I__~__D_S_P __

Figure /4 Relationship of NSAP Address to ISDN Number

I The OSI NSAP Address consists of only the API and IDI, in which the IDI
is semantically identical to the ISDN Number. Hence, the semantic content
of the AFI is contained in the NPI (i.e. 'E.164').

II The OSI NSAP Address consists of an AFI, an IDI and a DSP, in which the
IDI is semantically identical to the ISDN number. The DSP is carried in the
Subaddress field. CCnT has specified that in this case the entire NSAP
Address is carried in the Subaddress Field. Therefore the length of the
Subaddress may be up to 40 decimal digits. Note that the ISDN number is
actually repeated in the ISDN Subaddress.

III The OSI NSAP Address consists of an AFI, an IDI and optionally a DSP, in
which the IDI is not related to the ISDN Number. As a matter of fact, the ISDN
Number does not even need to be an IDI confonn to the OSI Reference Model.
This is typically the case for interworking units, for instance a gateway between
an ISDN with a private numbering plan and an X.I21 network. The entire
NSAP Address is carried in the ISDN Subaddress field.
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3.3 Routing and Relaying

In the OSI Environment the possibility exists for any End System to
communicate with any other End System. The physical path(s) over which
this communication takes place may include multiple Intermediate Systems
and multiple subnetwork types, and may traverse multiple, independent
organizations. Furthermore, each Protocol Oata Unit (POU) may follow
a different path for each instance of communication 15.

Routing and relaying are functions that are used by End Systems to
communicate through an arbitrary concatenation of subnetworks and Relay
Systems. The difference between the two is vague, e.g. a Relay System, as
we will see below, performs both functions.

Routing is concerned primarily with the selection of paths through multiple
subnetworks and intermediate systems, which allow POUs to flow smoothly
between end systems:

(X)-Layer Routing l4 is the capability of a system to derive from (at least) the destination
(X)-SAP address, the destination (X-1 )-SAP address and the local (X-1 )-SAP address,
which are both needed to reach the next peer (X)-Entity across the accessed
(X-l )-Service. A list of all possible inputs is given in section 3.3.1.4.

As we saw earlier (see chapter 2), (X + I)-Entities can communicate only by using the
services of the (X)-Layer. There are, however, instances where services provided
by the (X)-Layer do not permit direct access between all the (X + I)-Entities which
have to communicate, for instance if the Peer Entities do not support the same
protocol subsets. If this is the case, communication can still occur if some other
(X + 1)-Entity can act as a relay between them:

(X)-Layer Relaying 14 is the capability of an Intermediate System to perform the forwarding
of data in Layer (X) from an incoming (X-1 )-SAP to an outgoing (X-1 )-SAP, instead of
passing it to a local (X + I)-Entity.

Note that this definition prohibits relaying above the Network Layer!

Figure 15 is an illustration of a Relay System. The routing activity is responsible
for establishing the association between the incoming and the outgoing (X-I)-SAPs.
The relay function performs the actual forwarding of POUs between these two (X-I)-SAPs.

Usually -although many definitions exist- a Layer 1 Relay is called a 'Repeater',
a Layer 2 Relay a 'Bridge', a Layer 3 Relay a 'Relay' and a Relay for any higher layer
is called a 'Gateway'.
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Figure 15 Communication through a Relay System

If the services of the (X-I)-Layer at the incoming and outgoing sides are not
identical in terms of service primitive definitions, then the only alternative to
describe the functionality of a Relay System is that of PROTOCOL MAPPING:
a description of how each element of the access protocol at the incoming side has
to be mapped onto each element (if any) of the access protocol at the outgoing side l4

.

An example is the handling of a 'Connection Established' by the Relay System instead
of the called End System when an 'Connect Request' is crossing the CO/CL boundary.
Because the (X)-Service boundary cannot be used, it is faked by an internal service
boundary as shown in figure 16:

(Xl-Service Boundary
Internal Service

Boundary

Figure 16 Internal Layer Service

We will now look more closely to the concept of routing.

3.3.1 Routing Concepts

To conceptually clarify the functions of routing and to simplify the design,
OSI Routing l5 can be decomposed into four different but interrelated aspects.

This decomposition follows from four questions, related to routing:

1. What information is required by End Systems and Intermediate Systems to
accomplish routing?

2. What techniques are used to collect that information?
3. What techniques are used to distribute that information?
4. What functions are executed on that information in order to determine

the path(s) to follow?
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These four aspects of routing are described in the following clauses.

3.3.1.1 The Routing Information Base

The Routing Infonnation Base comprises the complete infonnation required by
a particular End System or Intennediate System to accomplish routing. Such
infonnation might include:

- Next hop routing tables
- List of neighbour End Systems and Intennediate Systems
- Measured 'Quality of Service' (QoS) characteristics
- Network maps

3.3.1.2 Information Collection

If the Routing Infonnation Base is not a priori known or if the infonnation is
subject to (frequent) changes, then End Systems and Intennediate Systems build
up their Routing Infonnation Bases by collecting infonnation from their local
environment and from other systems using some kind of protocol.

3.3.1.3 Information Distribution

Systems may infonn other systems of pertinent infonnation in a local routing
infonnation base by distributing this infonnation using some kind of protocol.

3.3.1.4 Route Calculation and Maintenance

These are the internal functions executed by End Systems and Intennediate
Systems on the Routing Infonnation Base to accomplish routing.

From the input parameters:

- Called NSAP
- Calling NSAP
- Source Route (optional)
- Required QoS characteristics (optional)
- Routing Infonnation Base

the NSAP plus QoS parameters for the next hop are calculated. This next
hop is either the next Network Layer Relay System, or directly the
destination Network Layer Entity.
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3.3.2 OSI Routing for Interconnected Networks

OSI Routing must be capable of operating effectively in a variety of
environments. LANs may be connected either locally through Interworking Units,
or across larger distances via a WAN. This WAN may be a private leased line
network, a Public Data Network or a Public Switched Network. In most cases
routing functions are needed to determine paths that meet QoS requirements.

The routing methods, metrics and policies in a LAN may differ from those
in a WAN or another LAN (in OSI terminology they do not belong to the
same 'Routing Domain'). The routing functions must be capable of succesfully
dealing with the limited control and data flow across these sorts of boundaries.

Furthermore, the routing functions for LAN-WAN interconnection need to take
into account the wide disparity of transmission bandwidth between the two
environments, in order to avoid congestion.

3.3.3 Classification of Routing Functions

Routing Functions may be classified by the place where the routing decision is made
(Source Routing vs. Hop-by-Hop Routing), the location of the information needed to
take the correct decision (Centralized. Isolated or Distributed), and whether the
information upon which the routing decision is based is static or dynamic (Adaptive
Routing)2.24.

When selecting a class of Routing Functions one chooses a specific kind of routing
for each of these three classes. The selection will be based on its ability to react
to a variety of changes in the environment, such as /5:

- changes in topology, due to systems and subnetworks 'coming up' or
'going down'

- changes in configuration
- changes in the patterns of traffic in the network,and
- changes in the Quality of Service available on certain subnetworks or

using certain paths
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4 LAN/ISDN InteIWorking

In this chapter ways in which LAN/ISDN interconnection can be achieved
will be addressed with an emphasis on international standards.

The OSI Reference Model specifies that all protocols defined in the Transport Layer
have end-to-end significance, where the ends are defined as correspondent Transport
Entities. This means that there is only one type of connectivity service provided by
the Network Layer and that relaying is restricted to the Network Layer and below
(see the conclusion of chapter 2 and section 3.3).

Within the context of the OSI Reference Model, dissimilar networks can be
concatenated provided that a uniform Network Service can be achieved throughout
the system of interconnected networks. The Network Layer provides the Network
Service user with independence from routing and relaying functions 22

.

Though the need to apply standards to LANs has been recognized, the majority
of LANs in existance today have been developed with little if any conformity
to any internationally agreed standards. The original design characteristics
of LANs give rise to problems23

:

- Generally LANs have different Protocol Stacks for Layer 1 and 2

- LANs have only a limited Network Layer (if any)

- LANs use different addressing techniques (e.g. they do not support
subaddressing)

To comply with OSl's concern that all functions associated with the interconnection of
subnetworks must be performed as Network Layer functions, the existing subnetworks
must be enhanced with an OSI Network Layer.

As we saw above, the same Network Service must be offered to Transport Entities at both
sides of the interconnection. Despite the best intentions of the OSI standards community
however, it is becoming increasingly obvious that real-world implementations of OSI
will be based on one of two incompatible protocol combinations. Some end systems
will be designed to operate in conjunction with the provision of the
Connection-Oriented Network Service24 (CONS), other end systems in conjunction
with the provision of the ConnectionLess Network Service25 (CLNS).
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Depending on the Network Service offered, different classes of Connection-Oriented
Transport Protocol must be used to provide the Connection-Oriented Transport Service.

ISDNs are Connection-Oriented, but LANs are typical Connectionless environments.
In this chapter we will see what to do if CONS is used as the service provided by
the LAN Network Layer and then what if CLNS is used.

But first it is important to know that at the Transport Layer, we have to deal with
two kinds of incompatibilities, which are described in the next section.
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4.1 Transport Layer Confusion

When designing the Transport Protocol for the Connection-Oriented Environment,
there arose a conflict between ECMA and CCITI, the association of (Connection
less) computer manufacturers and the (Connection-Oriented) public carriers
respectively. Because the Connectionless Network Service doesn't provide much
functionality, ECMA wanted a multiplexing Transport Protocol optionally with
"Error Recovery" or "Error Detection and Recovery", resulting in three classes.
On the other hand, referring to the features of X.25, CCITT wanted just a very
simple Transport protocol, optionally with "Error Recovery". As a compromise
the following classes of Transport Protocol26 are defined:

- Class 0 (TPO): "Simple Class"
- Class 1 (TP1): "Basic Error Recovery Class"
- Class 2 (TP2): "Multiplexing Class"
- Class 3 (TP3): "Error Recovery and Multiplexing Class"
- Class 4 (TP4): "Error Detection and Recovery Class"

Classes 0 and 1 are now under responsibility of CCITT, classes 2, 3 and 4 are
under responsibility of ISO, although both organizations provide standards for
all five classes.

Furthennore, ISO defined the following confonnance clause26
:

- The system shall implement Class 0 or Class 2 or both
- If the system implements Class 3 or 4, it shall also implement Class 2
- If the system implements Class 1, it shall also implement Class 0

Sadly, the different classes and thus also Class 0 and Class 2 are incompatible.

Besides the already existing service incompatibility -arising from the
fact that some End Systems are designed to operate in conjunction with
the provision of the Connection-Oriented Network Service (CONS)
and other end systems in conjunction with the provision of the
ConnectionLess Network Service (CLNS)- we now have a protocol
incompatibility of the Connection-Oriented Transport Protocol.
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If the Connection-Oriented Network Service is used over the LAN, a Network Layer Relay
would provide the Interworking function, if of course the same Class of Connection-Oriented
Transport Protocol is used on both sides of the Relay.

ISO 880228 specifies the Medium Access Control (MAC) and Logical Link Control (LLC)
procedures for accessing a Local Area Network (LAN). ISO 8881/6 specifies the use of
the X.25 Packet Level Protocol24 (PLP) to provide additional capabilities beyond those
available using the MAC and LLC procedures. These capabilities include the ability to
support the OSI COnnection-mode Network Service (CONS) in a LAN station, as
specified in ISO 887829.

Because LANs usually use LLC Type 1 operation (Connectionless without acknowledge),
some extra features (e.g. connection management) need to be added to X.25 PLP,
resulting in X.25 PLP PLUS (see fig. 17a). Unfortunately, British Telecom wants to use the
basic X.25 PLP, operating over LLC Type 2, which is Connection-Oriented (see fig. 17b).

Because all interworking takes place in the Network Layer, the Transport Layer
operation remains Connection-Oriented and end-to-end. Because of the reliability of
the CONS Class 0 or Class 2 CO Transport Protocol will be sufficient.

TPO, TP2 TPO,2

X.25 PLP + ~/ I.451

LLC 1 LLC 1 I.441 I.441

MAC MAC I.430 I.430

I I 1 I
LAN "ISO 888/"

Figure /7a CO LAN (Wor/d)

ISDN

TPO, TP2 TPO,2

X.25 PLP ~/ I.451

LLC 2 LLC 2 I.441 I.441

MAC MAC I.430 1.430

I I I I
LAN "ISO 888/"

Figure /7b CO LAN (UK)

ISDN
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4.3 CLNS over LAN

Enabling communication between the two incompatible Network Service
alternatives is called the "CO/CL Interworking" problem. Unfortunately,
no universally acceptable solution of this problem is possible within the
strict confines of the OSI architecture, which mandates that the service
provided by the Network Layer to the Transport Layer is "of the same type"
at each of the two NSAPs involved in a given instance of communication.
However, some method to overcome the building of CO and CL "islands"
is essential to preserve the global connectivity goal of OSI.

To cope with the concatenation of real (sub)networks, where one (sub)network is
Connectionless and another (sub)network is Connection- Oriented, some cross-over
function has to be used in order to fonn an end-to-end path.

The OSI Network Layer is divided into three sublayers22 (see fig. 18): Subnetwork Access
Sublayer. Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Sublayer and Subnetwork Independent
Convergence Sublayer. The collective purpose of these sublayers is to mask
the peculiarities of each constituent network in order to provide a unifonn
network service throughout the system of concatenated networks. The Subnetwork
Access Sublayer is network specific and is that which is nonnally found as the
network layer in most subnetworks. The purpose of the Subnetwork Independent
Sublayer is to remove any network dependent variability by means of network independent
protocols, so as to provide a unifonn appearance of the network service. The
Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Sublayer bridges between the two other sublayers
by either enhancing or muting the services provided by the subnetwork access
functions.

Subnetwork Independent Convergence Sublayer

Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Sublayer

Subnetwork Access Sublayer

Figure 18 Internal Organization of the OSI Network Layer

Using convergence protocols, we can either upgrade the Connectionless (sub)network to behave
like a Connection-Oriented environment, or downgrade the Connection-Oriented (sub)network
to provide a Connectionless style of service. For instance, CL Services may be simulated
by a Connection-Oriented environment by opening and closing a connection for each
Service Data Unit to be transmitted. The resulting end-to-end service, Le. the
service provided by the Subnetwork Independent Convergence Sublayer, is then
either CO or CL accordingly.
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Note however, that potential congestion problems of CO End Systems may arise at the
CO/CL boundary. In addition potential mismapping of packets on connections may occur
in case of multiple connections between two entities.

In this chapter I will consider the solutions to the CO/CL Interworking problem that
have been proposed by the various standardization organisations, specifically tuned for
the case LAN/ISDN. These solutions are based on current Network Layer implementations:

1. The "265" interworking function

2. The Distributed System Gateway ("DSG")

3. The Multi-System Distributed System Gateway ("MSDSG")

Of course, any Connection-Oriented Transport Protocol (TP) Class can be used
over the CONS to provide the COnnection-mode Transport Service (COTS).
ISO 8073/AD227 specifies how Connection-Oriented Transport Protocol Class 4
(TP4) can be used over the CLNS to provide the COTS, removing the need
for cross-over functions.

Before going into the details of these solutions, it is important to know that
as far as interworking is concerned there are two possible scenarios.
First, End Systems on a LAN and an ISDN can be connected to each other.
Second, End Systems on different LANs can be connected to each other using
an ISDN. These scenarios are referred to as Scenario I and Scenario II,
respectively (see fig. 19).

GV

Scenario 1

Scenario II

Figure 19 Different interworking scenarios



4.3.1 The "265" Interworking Function l7

The proposed "265" interworking function is a Network Layer Relay. 265 is the arithmetic
difference between ISO 8473 25, the CLNS, and ISO 820824

, the X.25 Packet Level Protocol
(the usual Network Layer Protocol for WANs like an ISDN). It depends on the use of TP4
by End Systems wishing to communicate across the CO/CL boundary. As such it does
not address the perceived CO Transport Protocol incompatibility problem.

Because the End Systems on both sides of the CO/CL boundary support TP4, a
homogeneous Transport Service is created. Therefore, interworking is possible by
a Layer 3 Relay (see fig. 20).

Because all interworking takes place in the Network Layer, the Transport Layer
operation remains end-to-end.

TP4 TP4

1P ~/ 1.451

LLC LLC 1.441 1.441
& &

MAC MAC 1.430 1.430

I I I I
LAN "265" ISDN

Figure 20 Interworking via the "265" function
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4.3.2 The Distributed System Gateway ("DSG,,)18,19

Because an ISDN supports the reliable Connection-Oriented Network Service,
Class 0 or Class 2 CO Transport Protocol will be used, rather than Class 4,
resulting in an inhomogeneous Transport Service. To solve this, a
Transport Layer Gateway (see fig. 21) is needed. This section discusses
the solution of the Standards Promotion & Application Group (SPAG).

The speed and reliability of a Local Area Network (LAN) allows it to be used
as a type of bus joining together the distributed components of a single system:
a number of processors, discs, printers etc. When such a LAN-based distributed
system is attached to an outside subnetwork, it can function as a "Distributed
End System (DES)" vis a vis the outside world. At the same time, the outside
world is represented as a single DES to the LAN.

This approach is entirely valid in terms of the OSI Reference Model,
since the Model sets no limits upon the physical extent of an "End System".
Indeed an entire Local Area Network (LAN), which does not conform to OSI
must appear from the outside as a single "End System" in the world of OSI.

The DES has a single Network Layer address vis a vis the outside world, thereby
removing the need to coordinate the allocation and management of Network Layer
addresses on the LAN with those in attached subnetworks. This respect of local
conventions means that the stations on the LAN are no longer addressable by the
outside world at Network Layer level. Furthermore, the stations on the LAN can
only address the DES at Network Layer level as exit to the outside world.

This problem is solved using an unsymmetric addressing scheme, in which special
formats of TPAI value fields are used to carry the supplementary addressing
information besides the usual Transport selectors. As we saw in section 3.2.3.2,
no definitions of these TPAI value fields have been proposed.

At the point of attachment to an external subnetwork the Interworking unit is a
Distributed System Gateway ("DSG"), performing the function of a Transport Layer
level Relay (Gateway). Here the LAN is represented to the outside world by a number
of TSAPs corresponding to the different sessions (or other Transport User) entities
within the DES. The actual distribution and number of these entities may be changed
within the DES, without the need for any coordination with the outside world.
Layer 5, 6 and 7 protocols pass transparently over the LAN and through the DSG.
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TP4 ~/ TPO,2

IP IP I.451 I.451

LLC LLC I.441 I.441
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MAC MAC I.430 I.430
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Figure 2/ Interworking via the "DSG"

ISDN

Using a DSG the source must be aware of the interworking problem: in
DESTINATION NPAI it puts the Network Layer address of the DSG and in DESTINATION
TPAI it puts the actual Network Layer address of the destination End System, i.e. the
Network Layer address needed on the other side of the DES. For instance, if the source
is a station on the LAN and the destination is an End System on the ISDN, then the
source puts in DESTINATION NPAI the LAN Network Layer address of the DSG and
in DESTINATION TPAI it puts the ISDN Network Layer address of the destination.

Depending on the TPAl structures used and the address processing of the DSG three types
of Distributed System Gateway operation are defined. Types I and 2 are used in case of
a LAN-to-WAN Transport Connection (Scenario I), whereas type 3 is used in case of
a LAN-to-LAN-via-WAN Transport Connection (Scenario II). Central issue is the
information needed by the DSG to perform the routing of the Service Data Unit
and the way in which it gets that information.

4.3.2.1 DSG Type 1 Operation: LAN-ISDN interworking with unstructured TPAI

SPAG defines a Format 1 TPAI as a binary encoded value with a maximum length
of 10 octets. A Distributed System Gateway may operate on any received Format 1
DESTINATION TPAI by looking up in a table the actual NSAP address and Transport
selector. Since this look-up table has to be loaded. this type of operation requires
the DSG to be pre-configured.



4.3.2.2 DSG Type 2 Operation: LAN-ISDN interworking with structured TPAI

In this case the DSG is given in DESTINATION TPAI the NSAP address and the actual
Transport selector to be used on the other side. The fonnat for DESTINATION TPAI
confonns to Fonnat 2.0, as identified by the 'X"40'" signature (see fig. 22). Note that
according to ECMA TR/20 11 X"40" specifies a non-standard TPAI carrying
a selector value (see section 3.2.3.2).

Again, if the source is a station on the LAN and the destination is an End System on the
ISDN (the reverse is analogous), the DSG receives a Fonnat 2.0 DESTINATION TPAI
and a Fonnat 1 SOURCE TPAI. From the Fonnat 2.0 DESTINATION TPAI the DSG
extracts the actual NSAP address and Transport selector, i.e. the NSAP address and
Transport selector to be used on the ISDN side of the interconnection. This Transport
selector is represented in Fonnat 1, like the Fonnat 1 SOURCE TPAI represents the
Transport selector of the source.

The address manipulation perfonned by DSG Type 2 Operation in the case LAN-to-ISDN
is shown in fig. 23. The applicable TPAI fonnats are shown between brackets. The case
ISDN-to-LAN is analogous.

OCTETS CONTENTS

1 X"40"
2 LENGTH (L) OF THE RECIPIENTS NSAP

3 TO L+2 RECIPIENTS NSAP
L+3 TO END RECIPIENTS FORMAT 1 TSEL

Figure 22 Format 2.0 TPAI
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DSG

N-PCI T-PCI

ISDNSOURCE TPAI (2.0)

DESTINATION TPAI (2.0) ISOURCE TPAI (1)1 LAN

HERE THE DSG INSERTS
ITS ISDN ADDRESS

LAN ADDRESS OF
THE DSG

DESTINATION NPAI

N-PCI T-PCI

Figure 23 DSG Type 2 Operation: Address manipulation from UN to ISDN
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4.3.2.3 DSG Type 3 Operation: LAN-ISDN-LAN intenvorking with structured TPAI

When trying to extend the method of Type 2 Operation for the case LAN-ISDN-LAN
inteIWorking, a problem arose: the Service Data Unit could be routed to the second
DSG involved in the inteIWorking, but then no information specifying the station on
the second LAN was available to this second DSG. To solve this problem, some
restraints have to be imposed on the Network Layer address allocated to the DES.

As we saw earlier (section 3.2.3.3), an NSAP address consists of an Initial Domain Part (IDP)
and a Domain Specific Part (DSP). Type 3 requires that the following conditions are met:

a) Each Distributed End System is treated as a single addressing domain
in that the NSAP addresses of all the end systems on the LAN have
the same unique IDP. Thus, actual addressing information is contained
in the DSP part.

b) A DSG is allocated for its attachment to the ISDN an NSAP address with
the same IDP as mentioned in sub a) and no or zero-length DSP.

When these conditions are met, Type 3 operation is very similar to Type 2 operation,
since the NSAP address of the second DSG can easily be derived from the NSAP address
of the destination End System by stripping off the DSG's IDP from the destination
End System NSAP address.

Because the two DSGs must cooperate, it must be clear which DSG performs what functions.
Therefore SPAG has defined two formats of TPAI: Format 2.1 and Format 2.2. These
formats are identical to Format 2.0 (see fig. 22), except for the signatures, which are
'X"41'" and 'X"42"', respectively.

At the first stage of the interconnection DSG A receives a Format 2.1 DESTINATION TPAI
and a Format 1 SOURCE TPAI. The DSG copies the Format 2.1 DESTINATION TPAI to
a Format 2.2 DESTINATION TPAI and assembles a Format 2.1 SOURCE TPAI in a way
similar to the DSG type 2 operation (see fig. 24). The DSG then fOIWards this TPDU
to DSG B, the NSAP address of which it can calculate as described above. In the
SOURCE NPAI field of the N HEADER the DSG inserts its ISDN address.

DSG B handles the received Format 2.2 DESTINATION TPAI just as the DSG Type 2
operation handles a Format 2.0 DESTINATION TPAI. It then fOIWards the ultimate
TPDU to the recipient End System. Note that since the IDP part of the NSAP address
is quite meaningless within the LAN boundary, this forwarding is based on the DSP
part of the NSAP address only.

The address manipulation performed by DSG Type 3 Operation is shown in fig. 24.
The applicable TPAI formats are shown between brackets.
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Figure 24 DSG Type 3 Operation: Address manipulation from LAN to LAN via ISDN
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4.3.3 The Multi-System Distributed System Gateway ("MSDSG,,)20

This section introduces the Transport Layer Gateway that the MAP/TOP group
developed. This concept evolves from the DSG and offers more simplicity and generality.
Unlike the DSG the End Systems view the MSDSG as a Network Layer Relay, as far
as addressing is concerned. Indeed, like a Network Layer Relay, a MSDSG is transparent
to Network Layer addressing, i.e no PAl fields are consumed or modified. Note that this
means that the allocation and management of LAN Network Layer addresses must be
coordinated with those in the ISDN.

Network Protocol Data Units (NPDUs) are sent to the MSDSG in the same manner
as they would have been to any other End System or Intermediate System, i.e.
because the Routing Information Base (RIB) has given the NSAP address of
the MSDSG as the next hop to reach the final destination.

Because the MSDSG is a Transport Layer Gateway, protocol conversion is still
necessary at Transport Layer level.

TP4 ~/ TPO,2

IP IP 1.451 1.451

LLC LLC 1.441 1.441
& &

MAC MAC 1.430 1.430

I I I I
LAN "MSDSG"

Figure 25 Interworking via the "MSDSG"

ISDN
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4.4 A Comparison of the Proposed Solutions

4.4.1 Transport Class Conversion

The choice of Transport class is closely coupled to the network service used.
Typically, CONS systems use TPO (Transport Protocol Class 0) or TP2 and CLNS
systems use only TP4. For intelWorking, the same class of Transport protocol
must be used at both ends of a transport connection. Therefore, for CO/CL
intelWorking either the same Transport Protocol class must be available on
each end system or the intelWorking unit must provide Transport class conversion.

The CONS LAN and the "265" proposal assume that the intelWorking problem resides
below the Transport Layer, so they don't address the problem of CO Transport Protocol
class conversion.

The "DSG" and the "MSDSG" are Transport Layer Relays (Gateways) and therefore
support the capability of Transport class conversion.

4.4.2 NSAP Addressing Integrity

The OSI Network Layer addressing document8 describes a number of principles
necessary for OSI addressing to work properly. Important is that an
NSAP address defines only one NSAP in the global addressing domain and that
an NSAP should not have an address which changes depending on the source of
an instance of communication. In the case of an intelWorking unit, this means
that the intelWorking unit must not change NSAP information.

The CONS LAN and the "265" Relay perform the routing and relaying operations
based on NSAP addresses. Therefore, they operate as Layer 3 Relay Systems with
respect to routing and do not alter the NSAP address when performing their
intelWorking function.

The "DSG" performs its intelWorking function by virtue of using a special addressing
technique which requires altering addressing information. Unfortunately, this
results in different NSAP addresses being used depending on the source of
the communication. The net result is that routing and the use of a global
directory services become confusing and more difficult.

The "MSDSG" is a type of Transport Layer relay which is designed to overcome
the perceived addressing problem with the "DSG". It performs its routing and
relaying function based on NSAP addresses and does not alter them. Thus,
with respect to addressing it operates as a typical layer 3 Intermediate System.
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4.4.3 Impact on Address Management of the Gateway

The addressing and routing techniques used by the "DSG" (especially Type I),

will have a fairly significant impact on the operation of networks in that it
complicates the establishment and maintenance of the Routing Information Base.

4.4.4 Impact on end-to-end Security of TPDUs

The CONS LAN and the "265" relay do not need to decode the Transport Protocol Data
Units (TPDUs) in their relaying and therefore will support end-to-end encryption at the
Transport Layer level.

The "DSG" and "MSDSG" must process the TPDU header in order to identify the
Transport Connection to which it belongs and provide Transport class conversion.
They. therefore, do not support end-to-end encryption of the TPDU header.

4.4.5 Impact on Existing End Systems and Standards

Using the CONS LAN, end systems on the LAN may support TPO or TP2.

Using "265", CONS end systems have to support TP4.

The impact on address management introduced by the "DSG" has already
been mentioned.

An "MSDSG" can only be used if the allocation and management of LAN
NSAPs are coordinated with those in attached networks.

4.4.6 Conclusion

The use of a Connection-Oriented Network Service on a LAN is the easiest
way to achieve LAN/ISDN Interworking.

When a Connectionless Network Service is used on a LAN, all solutions
present some disadvantages:

The use of CO Transport Protocol Class 4 (TP4) in all OSI End Systems
provides the most flexibility for CO/CL Interworking, but will all
End Systems support TP4?

The "DSG" respects local naming, addressing and routing conventions,
but users must be well aware of the addressing hanky-panky.

The "MSDSG" seems to be the most simple solution, but how are the
allocation and management of addresses coordinated with those in
attached networks?
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5 NetBIOS

IBM PC's Network Basic Input/Output System (NetBIOS) is an application programming
interface for data exchange between data sources and data sinks. Data exchange typically
occurs between NetBIOS applications in separate (IBM PC) machines connected by a
Local Area Network (LAN), but it is also possible for two applications within the same
machine to use NetBIOS for inter-program communication. Application programs use
NetBIOS just like they use the standard BIOS, i.e. they assemble a Parameter Block
and issue a software interrupt. In this case, the Parameter Block is called a Network
Control Block (see fig. 26) and the interrupt used is interrupt X"5C".

NetBIOS provides the capability to load a PC over the network if there are no
drives available on that PC. If the local boot attempt fails, the PC tries to boot
from the network. If somewhere on the LAN a Remote Program Load Server is
running, the diskless PC will redirect all its diskette I/O to it.

BYTE OFFSET LENGTH FIELD NAME

00 01 COMMAND

01 01 RETCODE

02 01 LSN

03 01 NUM

04 04 BUFFER@

08 02 LENGTH

10 16 CALLNAME

26 16 NAME

42 01 RTO

43 01 STO

44 04 POST@

48 01 LANA NUM

49 01 CMD CPLT

50 14 RESERVED

Most significant bit indicates WAIT/NO_WAIT

If the return code is X"OO", the operation was successful

Local Session Number

Name Number

Pointer to the message buffer

Length of the data in the message buffer

Name of an application (remote or local)

Name to be put in tlte Name Table

Receive Time Our in 500ms units

Send Time Out in 500ms units

Pointer to the post rourine (NO_WAIT only)

Number ofadapter to be used

Status of command processing (when no post routine is specified)

Figure 26 Network Control Block
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NetBIOS provides two different interfaces, selected by the WAIT/NO_WAIT option.
When a command is issued using the WAIT option, control is no sooner returned to
the application proces than the adapter has completed the command. If the NO_WAIT
option is requested, control is immediately returned after the command is accepted by
the adapter. In order to find out whether the command has been completed, the application
proces must poll the CMD_CPLT field. The application proces specifies a
post routine to be automatically executed upon command completion.

First, we will examine in depth what services NetBIOS provides2 /. Then we will try
to relate NetBIOS to the OSI protocol stack.
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5.1 Application Services

NetBIOS provides four different types of Network Services: Name, Session,
Datagram and General Services, which are outlined briefly in the following
sections.

5.1.1 Name Services

All IBM LAN adapters have a 6-byte number associated with them, which is
guaranteed to be worldwide unique for every adapter. When an IBM LAN adapter
is initialized and active, it is addressed by this 6-byte number (corresponding to
an OSI MAC Address).

An individual NetBIOS application is distinguished from other applications on
its network by a Network Name. Besides this identification by a Unique Name,
NetBIOS supports the identification by Group Names (names shared by several
applications). Before either kind of name, which is 16 characters long, may be
used, it must be verified that its use does not conflict with names already in use
within the relevant domain. To achieve this verification the network adapter
broadcasts a Name Claim Packet (NCP). If no Network Complaint is received
after a given time interval, the registration is considered succesfull.

In case of a successfull registration, the network adapter places the name
in the locally maintained NetBIOS Name Table and reports the succes to the
requesting application along with the offset of the name in the Name Table.
This one-byte Name Number is used as a future reference to the name in various
NetBIOS commands. The fIrSt entry in an adapter's NetBIOS Name Table is registered
during adapter initialization. This entry, which has Name Number 1, consists
of the 6-byte MAC address appended to 10 bytes of zero, constructing the
16-byte Permanent Node Name. This Permanent Node Name serves as a LAN address
that fingerprints all messages transmitted by an adapter and is used to identify
all messages transmitted to an adapter.

Name Numbers are assigned in a modulo 256 incremental Round-Robin fashion.
Because the value's 0 and 255 are reserved, and the value 1 is permanently in
use for the Permanent Node Name, the Name Numbers are assigned 1,2, ... ,254 at
initilization time and 2, ... ,254,2 ... later on. Thus, a single adapter is capable
of supporting up to 253 applications.

Once registered, the name or group name may be deleted. It is deregistered
(deleted from the NetBIOS name table) as soon as all sessions have closed.

The NetBIOS Name Table is a temporary table contained in RAM and has to be
reconstructed after each system boot or adapter reset. Because each adapter has
its own private Name Table. name resolution is highly autonomous, requiring no
central name administration.
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5.1.2 Session Services

Once an adapter becomes active in a network, application programs within the
workstation can use NetBIOS to communicate with other applications residing
in the same or different workstations. The applications can communicate
using either sessions or datagrams.

A Session is a reliable two-way data communication (connection) between two
applications that can exist for extended periods. A Session is created by
issuing a 'CALL' command. A very important property of NetBIOS is that the
recipient application must issue a 'LISTEN' command, specifying the applications
that qualify as a Session partner, first. Upon receipt of a 'CALL' command
the adapter broadcasts a packet specifying the name to be called and the name that's
calling. Each adapter that receives the packet checks its name table for the presence
of the name to be called. If an adapter finds the name and finds that the corresponding
proces has indeed issued a 'LISTEN' command, then it sends a packet specifying the
success to the requesting adapter. With this packet it also returns its LAN address.
If a Session is established each partner receives a notification from it's adapter
along with a one-byte Local Session Number that this adapter associates with the Session.
This Local Session Number (LSN) is used to refer to the session. It is assigned in
a modulo 256 incremental Round-Robin fashion, with the values 0 and 255 reserved.
Thus, a single adapter is capable of supporting up to 254 sessions at a time. Between
the same name pair multiple sessions may be established.

An application transfers a packet of data (max. 64kB) to a remote application, with whom
it has a session established (indicated by a LSN), by issuing the 'SEND' command. Note
that the remote application must have issued a corresponding 'RECEIVE' command first.
Very important is NetBIOS's concept of Confirmed Data Delivery: the 'SEND' command
does not complete until the remote user has actually received the data. The price to pay
is the overhead of creating and maintaining Sessions and the packet acknowledgement
protocol between the adapters.

A session is terminated by issuing a 'HANG UP' command by either side. This
command does not complete until all outstanding 'SEND' commands have completed.
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5.1.3 Datagram Services

Datagrams are short messages (max. 512 bytes) which are sent in a 'send-and-pray' fashion.
This means that NetBIOS does not indicate their receipt and the application does not know
whether the message arrived correctly. The primary advantage of this kind of communication
is that it needs less workstation resources than a Session at the price of low reliability.

There are two types of datagram communication: Broadcast Datagram and
Plain Datagram. Broadcast Datagrams are received by any adapter that has issued
a 'RECEIVE BROADCAST DATAGRAM' command. Plain Datagrams are ignored
by those adapters that have not specifically specified the originating application
in the 'RECEIVE DATAGRAM' command.
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5.1.4 General Services

These services are used to enable the adapter on the network, to read the adapter
status or to control the adapter and the execution of outstanding commands.

5.1.4.1 The 'RESET' command

This command forces the adapter to an initialized state, terminating all
sessions and clearing the Name Table. The maximum number of commands that
can be pending at a time as well as the maximum number of sessions that can
concurrently exist may be specified. Minimizing these values increases performance
by leaving valuable work space free for more buffers.

5.1.4.2 The'ADAPTER STATUS' command

This command allows one to obtain the status information of a local or remote
adapter.

5.1.4.3 The 'CANCEL' command

This command allows applications to cancel commands that have not completed yet.

5.1.4.4 The 'UNLINK' command

As we saw in this chapter's introduction, the Remote Program Load (RPL) feature enables
PCs that lack disk drives to run PC-DOS and PC-DOS based programs off the hard disk
of the RPL Server. The RPL Server is identified by its (unique and reserved) Network Name
'IBMNETBOOT'. Hence, an attempt to boot from the network is an attempt to establish
a session with 'IBMNETBOOT'.

The 'UNLINK' command allows a PC that has booted from the network, to terminate
its session with 'IBMNETBOOT'.
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5.;2 NetBIOS and OSI

If NetBIOS serves as a transparent interface to the OSI protocol suite, it must,
of course, interface to one or more ISO protocols. No reasonable mapping between
NetBIOS Names and ISO Naming (Directory) Services exists, so the NetBIOS Name
Services do not affect the choice of OSI protocol level at which to map the NetBIOS
interface. Also, the General Services do not fit any ISO protocol. Thus, only the
Session and Datagram Services affect the choice of the OSI protocol layer
where the NetBIOS services are placed.

According to the specification, the NetBIOS Services provide reliable, sequenced
data delivery, a service only available at the Transport level and above. The
NetBIOS interface, however, does not provide upper layer services such as
synchronization and activity management. Hence, logically the best OSI level
to map the NetBIOS interface is the OSI Transport level.

If an OSI protocol stack is provided with a NetBIOS interface, then the mapping from
the NetBIOS interface to the OSI Transport Services should specify how NetBIOS Names
equate to OSI Transport level addresses, how the OSI Transport Services prevent data
loss during hang ups, how the OSI Transport Services s~port NetBIOS concepts of
multicasting, broadcasting and Confirmed Data Delivery 0.

Existing NetBIOS based LANs use NetBIOS's conventions for naming, addressing
and routing and present the peculiarities mentioned above. Then, a NetBIOS based
LAN is technically an OSI subnetwork22 and the existing implementation's
protocol stack only contains the Subnet Access Sublayer of the Network Layer
(see fig. 27 and section 4.3).

Subnetwork Independent Convergence Sublayer

Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Sublayer
~ NetBIOS Interface

Subnetwork Access Sublayer

Figure 27 Netbios Interface and the OSI Network Layer

It is not our intention to design the Subnetwork Independent Convergence Sublayer,
we merely want to show the correspondence between existing NetBIOS implementations
and the OSI protocol stack. Such a design would only enable OSI Network Layer entities
to use the NetBIOS based LAN for that matter. As an alternative to the design of an OSI
protocol stack with a NetBIOS interface, we will take a practical approach to achieve
interworking for existing NetBIOS implementations.

This section discusses the two alternatives mentioned above in greater detail. But first,
we will see how the NetBIOS Name Services can be extended across the subnet.
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5.2.1 Name Resolution Protocol

On a single LAN the name registration is, as we have seen, quite straightforward,
but in an environment of multiple interconnected LANs we have to ensure the global
uniqueness of each name. Since broadcasting of Name Claim Packets (as is done on
a single autonomous LAN) is awkward in such an environment, it is more efficient
to have a common Name Server (NS), e.g. in form of the OSI Directory Service.

This Name Server may allocate names in a static way, in which case there should
not arise many problems. If, however, names must be allocated dynamically, then a
Name Resolution Protocol is needed to allow End Systems to use the Name Server.
For reasons of efficiency a Local Name Server (LNS) could be installed on each
single LAN, to which the End Systems direct their Name Claim Packets. These
LNSs then interrogate the Name Server in order to verify the uniqueness (see
fig. 28).

In order to facilitate the development of the Name Resolution Protocol the Name
Server may distribute authority among a number of Name Server Agents (NSAs):

Figure 28 Name Resolution Protocol
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5.2.2 Alternative 1: An OSI Protocol Stack to support the NetBIOS Interface30

NetBIOS's Session Services are quite similar to OSI's Connection-Oriented Transport
Services. The 'LISTEN' and 'CALL' commands establish aT-connection (T-CONNECT),
the 'SEND' and 'RECEIVE' commands transfer data on that T-connection (T-DATA) and
the 'HANG UP' command terminates the T-connection (T-DISCONNECT).

Data transfer with NetBIOS datagrams is a Connectionless mode of transmission.
If NetBIOS interfaces to the Transport Layer, NetBIOS Datagrams correspond to
data transfers using the connectionless mode Transport Service (T-UNITDATA).

If NetBIOS interfaces to the Transport Layer, then, by definition, NetBIOS names
must correspond to NSAP-TSAP pairs. Establishing such a correspondence should
not be too complicated, since it is easy to build NSAP addresses from the 6 byte
adapter addresses. Most probably, these NSAPs will be considered local, using an
AFI of X"49,,8. The NetBIOS Names, playing the role of Connection Endpoint
Identifiers, can be interpreted as Transport Selectors. A protocol to support
the NetBIOS Name Services was presented in section 5.2.1.

As we saw in section 5.1.2 the NetBIOS data transfer on sessions is a confirmed
service. Unfortunately, no OSI level provides Confirmed Data Delivery. When an
application sends data on aT-connection, it can count on the data being sent,
but a completion may be indicated before the remote entity has actually received
the data. Applications usually cannot detect the difference, except in case of a
'HANG UP'. Because NetBIOS (see section 5.1.2) guarantees that all outstanding
'SEND' commands have completed before the 'HANG UP' command completes,
a lack of this service can cause loss of data during hang up. A way to find out
whether all data has been successfully delivered, is to send a Close Request
packet to the receiver.

In order to support multicasting and broadcasting, the NetBIOS interface requires
some form of multicast or broadcast addressing. Currentl~, however, broadcasting is
only available through the ISO 8802 Link Level protocol 8, using the concept of
'Well Known Addresses'. Unless an extra protocol is added, the multicasting
and broadcasting will only be available at intra network level.

Supporting the NetBIOS Time Out parameters, it is important to know that NetBIOS
does not support interworking. Application programs are, therefore, not likely to
account for internetwork transit delays.

Because most General commands have a strictly local character, implementing them
should not cause problems. However, when an 'ADAPTER STATUS' command specifies
an adapter on another network, some protocol is required.
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5.2.3 Alternative 2: A NetBIOS Network Layer

As we saw in the previous section, the NetBIOS interface provides services
similar to the OSI Transport Services. Major restrictions are the NetBIOS
naming, addressing and service definitions. A related problem is that the
NetBIOS routing function provides only LAN internal routing.

Only for interworking must the NetBIOS Name be translated into a
NSAP-TSAP pair. Hence, it is quite sufficient if this translation is
performed by the gateway. With the remarks on the NSAP-TSAP to Name
translation in the previous section, it is convenient to consider the LAN
and the gateway a Distributed End System: the gateway is addressed
at Network Layer level from the outside world and the NetBIOS Names
appear as Transport selectors.

There remains however one problem: the routing function performed in a NetBIOS
based LAN is a Link level routing function. This means that that routing function
is only capable of intra network routing. The inter network routing has to be
performed by an additional NetBIOS Network Layer.

This NetBIOS Network Layer directs all NetBIOS packets for remote users to the
gateway. It may also provide functions to enable inter network multicasting and
broadcasting. Furthermore, it may help set up the Name Resolution Protocol (see
section 5.2.1). Again, the NetBIOS Network Layer must manipulate the specified
Time Out values to account for the extra delays.

To perform the internetworking, the NetBIOS Network Layer entity will establish a
NetBIOS Session with its gateway. This presents, however, an addressing problem:
the gateway must know the remote entity's identity. The source could include that
identity in a reserved part of the User Data, but that way the maximum data sizes
are affected. An alternative is a protocol in which the first packet sent on the
session with the gateway is a 'Routing Packet'. We will use the latter approach
for our design.

For LAN-ISDN interworking (Scenario I) a connection with a remote application will
then be subdivided in two Network Layer connections: one between a NetBIOS
Network Layer entity and the gateway and one between the gateway and the ISDN
entity. For LAN-ISDN-LAN interworking (Scenario II) the gateway establishes a
connection with the remote gateway through which the remote NetBIOS entity can
be reached. A third Network Layer connection between the remote gateway and
the remote NetBIOS entity is needed to support the end-to-end Transport Layer
connection.
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6 Design of the Gateway

The gateway is a proces residing on an IBM PC. The gateway proces interacts with the
NetBIOS LAN protocol stack using Network Control Blocks as described in chapter 5.
These Network Control Blocks are located in the PC's user memory. The gateway proces
interacts with the ISDN protocol stack via a dual-ported memory located in a reserved
part of the PC's memory. The data structures used for this intercation need to be
specified.

In this chapter fIrst an overall gateway architecture will be derived, resulting
from the observations in previous chapters. Some assumptions are made to reduce
the complexity of the design, without making future enhancements impossible. Then
the actual design consists of a specification of the functionality of each module,
the module interaction and the most important data structures used.

6.1 Architecture of the Gateway

Chapter 5 discussed two possible alternatives to enable the interworking between
an ISDN and a NetBIOS based LAN. The fIrst alternative solves the problem of how
to provide an OSI stack with a NetBIOS interface. the second how to achieve interworking
for existing NetBIOS implementations.

Using an OSI stack to support the NetBIOS interface (Alternative 1) the Connection
Oriented Transport Protocol Class to be used depends on the underlying network. In
this chapter we will only consider the use of TP4. Then a Transport level relay
or gateway is needed to perform the interworking. Its operation is similar to
the operation of the Multi-System Distributed System Gateway (MSDSG)
described in section 4.3.3.

Respecting NetBIOS's conventions (Alternative 2) requires a more sophisticated kind of
interworking. Some Distributed System Gateway (DSG) as described in section 4.3.2 is
needed to achieve interworking.

Thus, both alternatives require a Transport level gateway. Adapters provide an interface with
the appropriate protocols. Figure 29 shows the overall architecture of the gateway. Note that
in case of Alternative 2 the LAN's Network Layer has little functionality, as mentioned in
section 5.2, i.e. the LAN's Network Layer consists of the Subnet Access Sublayer only.
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Layer 4
Gateway

Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1

LAN ISDN

Figure 29 Overall architecture of the Gateway

For full extendability the gateway will use an internal SDU format. For a proper
gateway operation a router is required. A Routing Information Database completes
the modular design (see fig. 30).

Routing Information Database

LAN
Adapter

~ Internal SDU ~ ISDN
Adapter

LAN Protocol Stack

Layer 1 to 3
ISDN Protocol Stack

Layer 1 to 3

Figure 30 Modular design of the Gateway
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6.2 Design Decisions

In order to implement the overall architecture derived above, some design decisions
have to be taken. As an initial implementation should not be too complicated we
arrived at the following decisions.

Routing is quite a complicated issue. Because dynamic routing requires complex
protocols, static routing will be used. As an extra advantage the Name Resolution Protocol
does not have to be implemented yet. Using static routing a fIxed routing database can be
used, removing the overhead database management usually requires. This fIxed routing
database is loaded when the gateway is initialized.

As the goal is to create a testenvironment in which connections are used, the gateway will
initially only interface to the NetBIOS Session Services.

As mentioned above, the gateway will use an internal SDU format. Consequently, the
gateway operation will be decoupled from LAN and ISDN protocols by avoiding the
necessity to interface any protocol to any other one. Then it is for instance possible
to use other WAN protocols instead of ISDN protcols.

6.3 Module Specifications

The informal specifIcation of the gateway concludes this chapter. In this section we
specify the functionality of the modules and the most important data structures used.

6.3.1 Functionality

The modules interact as shown in fIg. 30. The Router provides for the routing. The
Adapters interface between the internal SDU and the respective Network Layer protocols.
The functionality of each module can easily be derived from their interaction.

Because the Routing Information Database is fIxed, it is best organized as some
lineair search database. It is used to resolve the Network Layer address of the ISDN
entity or the gateway through which an other NetBIOS entity can be reached.

Our needs are best served when the internal SDU Code fIeld is based on TP4. That
way the ISDN Adapter can perform the mapping of TP4 to TPO or TP2 as suggested in
sections 3.3 and 4.3. In case the NetBIOS interface is supported by an OSI stack
the LAN Adapter only has to assemble and disassemble internal SDDs. In case
an existing NetBIOS implementation is used the LAN Adapter must additionally
perform the mapping of NetBIOS commands to TP4 primitives described in
section 5.2.1.
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6.3.2 Data Structures

In this section we will discuss the internal SDU fonnat and the data structures
used for interaction with the protocol stacks.

The internal SDU must of course contain the User Data and the Transport level
Source and Destination. The Adapters have to achieve protocol conversion, therefore
the internal SDU must also contain a representation of the service primitive and the
associated parameters. The resulting SDU is shown in fig. 31.

User Data

Figure 31 Internal SDU Format

The Code field contains a binary encoding of the service primitive and requires 2 bytes
of data. It also specifies the type of Params field. The (T)-Dest and (T)-Source address
fields must be able to contain an NSAP plus a Tsel. An NSAP may contain up to
40 digits or 20 bytes. The Tsel is either a NetBIOS Name or an ISDN Tsel. If we
assume a 16 byte ISDN Tsel, then the lengths of the address fields can be up to
36 bytes. To avoid the use of length indicators, a padding technique must be utilized.
Since NetBIOS data packets contain up to 64kB of data, we will allow the internal SDU
fonnat to contain that much User Data. Should this be too large, then the adapters should
provide for assembling and disassembling of the data packets. A length indicator (2 bytes)
to specify the length of the User Data is necessary to guard for misuse of system resources.

Other data structures to be defmed are the data structures used for the interaction
with the respective protocol stacks. These data structures define the way to pass
parameters and data units. The data structures to interact with the NetBIOS LAN are
the Network Control Blocks (see chapter 5). To interact with the ISDN protocol stack
the data structures remain to be specified.

It is quite straightforward to reserve two parts of the dual-ported memory for the
interaction between the gateway and the ISDN protocol stack and vice versa. After
these parameter blocks have been assembled, attention can be asked using interrupts.
Then the remaining part of the dual-ported memory can be used to pass data units,
e.g. in fonn of queues of buffers.
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7 Conclusion

The OSI Basic Reference Model was conceived as a framework for standards development,
intended to guide standards' management in the range of committees to be established,
and the scope of the standards to be produced. In the Open System Interconnection
Environment, fundamental concepts such as addressing and routing must reside at the
Network Layer.

As ISDN emerges, the demand to integrate various existing networks grows. As users
become more sophisticated, a higher degree of interworking becomes a requirement.

The problems to be solved arise from the violation of OSI's view of the Network Layer.
This violation consists of the Network Service not being unambiguous. Furthermore,
the Network Layer is not always considered the datum for addressing and routing.
Most LANs perform addressing and routing at Link Layer level. A major handicap
is the CO/CL conflict.

The provision of gateways represents a vital step in the evolution of ISDN. The
interworking approach is highly dependent upon the service provided by the
underlying networks, Le. CO or CL.

The use of a Connection-Oriented Network Service on a LAN is the easiest
way to achieve LAN/ISDN Interworking.

When a Connectionless Network Service is used on a LAN, I recommend the use
of CO Transport Protocol Class 4 (TP4) as the preferred Transport Layer protocol to
be supported in all OSI End Systems. This protocol provides the most flexibility for
CO/CL interworking, which is very important, especially now OSI gains adherence.

After a study of models that encompass most practical issues, two alternatives to
achieve interworking between a NetBIOS LAN and an ISDN have been proposed.
This interworking is needed to implement an ISDN testfacility. The resulting
gateway design, a simple gateway with static routing, has been discussed.

Left to be done is the implementation of this simple gateway. Then, this initial
implementation can be enhanced, for instance by designing for dynamic
routing. Furthermore, as the initial design resulted from functionality
requirements only, the loss of performance introduced by this gateway
has not been considered. This issue requires further study.
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Annex A

AD
AFI
BCS
BIOS
CCITT
CE
CEI
CL
CLNS
CO
CONS
COTS
DES
DOS
DSG
DSP
ECMA
GY
ICI
IDI
lOP
ISDN
ISO
IYU
L
LAN
LLC
LNS
LSN
MAC
MAP
MSDSG
NCB
NCP
NPDU
NPI
NS
NSA
NSAP
OSI
OSIE
PABX
PAl
PC
PCI
PDU
PLP
QoS
RIB
RPL
SAP
SC
SOU
SOPHO

List of Abbreviations

Addendum
Authority and Format Identifier
Business Communication Systems
Basic Input/Output System
Comite Consultatif International Telegraphique et Telephonique
Connection Endpoint
Connection Endpoint Identifier
ConnectionLess
ConnectionLess Network Service
Connection-Oriented
Connection-Oriented Network Service
Connection-Oriented Transport Service
Distributed End System
Disk Operating System
Distributed System Gateway
Domain Specific Part
European Computer Manufacturers Association
GateWay
Interface Control Information
Initial Domain Identifier
Initial Domain Part
Integrated Services Digital Network
International Standardization Organisation
InterWorking Unit
Length
Local Area Network
Logic Link Control
Local Name Server
Local Session Number
Medium Access Control
Manufacterers Automation Protocol
Multi-System Distributed System Gateway
Network Control Block
Name Claim Packet
Network Protocol Data Unit
Numbering Plan Identifier
Name Server
Name Server Agent
Network Service Access Point
Open Systems Interconnection
Open Systems Interconnection Environment
Private Automatic Branch eXchange
Protocol Addressing Information
Personal Computer
Protocol Control Information
Protocol Data Unit
Packet Level Protocol
Quality of service
Routing Information Base
Remote Program Load
Service Access Point
Study Committee
Service Data Unit
Synergetic Open PHilips Office
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SPAG
Te
TDS
TON
TOP
TOS
TP
TPO
TP2
TP4
TPAI
TPDU
TR
TSAP
Tsel
UK
VAN

Standards Promotion and Application Group
Technical Committee
Telecommunication and Data Systems
Type Of Number
Technical Office Protocol
Type Of Subaddress
Transport Protocol
connection-oriented Transport Protocol class 0
connection-oriented Transport Protocol class 2
connection-oriented Transport Protocol class 4
Transport Protocol Addressing Information
Transport Protocol Data Unit
Technical Report
Transport Service Access Point
Transport selector
United Kingdom
Wide Area network
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